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Abstract. Novice users usually find it hard to manipulate models by using
traditional Model-Driven Development techniques, because of the gap between
the modeling tools and these users’ mental models. In this context, multi-touch
interfaces emerge as an alternative to make it easier for novice users to interact
with the models by using natural gestures and taking advantage from the
popularity that touch-based devices have achieved. In this paper, a metamodel
infrastructure and a set of heuristics are presented to automatically generate
multi-touch visual editors for manipulating models. The editor generated is
driven by a metamodel that also prevents the user from creating not valid
models. These heuristics have been validated while developing an environment
for novice users, such as psychologists or physiotherapists, for the treatment of
people with Acquired Brain Injury.
Keywords: model-driven development, multi-touch interaction, heuristics,
Acquired Brain Injury (ABI)
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Introduction

The exploitation of models during the software development process is a valuable tool
for stakeholders to convey their ideas about design, needs or requirements of the
system-to-be. Developers, designers or software architects are used to employ
graphical node-link notations for the manipulation of models. UML is a clear example
of this approach which is widely used, for instance, to specify class diagrams used at
different stages of the development process.
However, it is frequently the case that users and/or clients of the system-to-be are
required to manipulate models that are used during the development of the system to
convey their expertise in the problem domain. This scenario can arise easily in the
user-centered design, where the final users of the application are involved in the
development. This can be a challenging, or even overwhelming, task for them as they
usually do not have the required abilities to tackle modeling activities. This has been
the problem we had to face during the development of HABITAT [24], a system to
support the relearning process of people with Acquired Brain Injury (ABI). One of the
main cornerstones of this system is its functionality to design new types of relearning
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activities so that the relearning process can be fully customized according to the
specific needs of the people with ABI. During the development of this functionality,
the exploitation of models emerged as a suitable solution. However, our users
(psychologists, speech therapists, physiotherapists, etc) did not have the necessary
abilities for manipulating models, although they did have the knowledge we needed
about the problem domain. This was the challenge we had to face with the ideas
presented in this work: can we provide users, who are novice users, with a tool for
manipulating models that hides the complexity behind this task? The solution to
overcome this complexity has been to exploit the benefits provided by the integration
of two well-known approaches: Multi-touch interfaces [23] and Model-Driven
Development (MDD, [13, 31]).
Multi-touch interfaces provide users with attractive and innovative facilities for the
manipulation of applications by means of touch gestures. Thus, the interaction can be
performed in a natural and intuitive way. Several works, such as [9][16], have shown
in the experiments performed that this approach is actually suitable for novice users,
as they perceived the interaction with multi-touch applications as more attractive and
interesting than traditional applications. Therefore, its exploitation in this work
emerged in a natural way, since cooperation with novice users is our main goal.
MDD is not only becoming increasingly popular among researchers, but also
among practitioners. It has proved to have a positive influence on the reliability and
productivity of the software development process due to several reasons, such as, the
exploitation of techniques for the automatic generation of code or the use of models
as drivers of the development process. Both reasons led us to its consideration in this
work; first to introduce the necessary facilities for the manipulation of models and
second to generate model-manipulation multi-touch interfaces in an automatic way.
The generation of multi-touch interfaces is performed by automating a set of
heuristics, which are presented in this work, that exploit the structure and semantics of
the primitives used for domain modeling by using Ecore metamodels [11].
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of ABI, by
describing the target population and how this work was conducted. Section 3 presents
and analyzes the related previous work. Section 4 describes the metamodels
infrastructure to support our proposal. Section 5 describes the heuristics developed.
Section 6 presents the initial results of the conducted exploratory evaluation. Finally,
Section 0 rounds off the paper by presenting the conclusions drawn and some future
work.

2

Case study: treatment of Acquired Brain Injury

People with Acquired-Brain Injury (ABI) have suffered “damage to the brain that
occurs after birth and which is not related to congenital disorders, developmental
disabilities, or processes that progressively damage the brain” [32]. There are several
causes of ABI, such as cerebral vascular pathology, skull-brain trauma due to
accidents, meningitis, brain tumours, etc. Therefore, it can be stated that just about
everybody is exposed to this risk in its daily life. Cases affected by this disability are
becoming increasingly common. According to the JCCM Health Council [10] 4 out of
every 1000 persons suffer some kind of ABI at some time in their lives. Although
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people of all ages can be affected, it is more frequent among the younger and older
members of the population, as they are more prone to accidents.
According to the experts, the process of integral ABI relearning must include
cognitive treatment, in addition to physical and occupational therapies. It should also
be emphasized that ABI associations, such as ADACE, which we have collaborated
with in different projects, highlight that ABI victims should be provided with a proper
treatment as soon as possible, since there is increasing evidence of its effectiveness
during the first stages after injury [8]. However, identifying the proper treatment for
each person is a difficult and time-consuming task, since brain injury has dramatically
varied effects and no two people can expect the same resulting difficulties. This
means that an individualized relearning process must be identified for each person. In
this context, providing specialists with tools to create and customize the activities and
tasks that they use in the processes of recovery [22] is a must. This is the aim of our
system: HABITAT [24].
HABITAT enables ADACE specialists to create relearning activities by
instantiating the implemented relearning patterns [22]. These relearning patterns were
validated by the specialists and were put into practice thanks to the implementation
we made in HABITAT. However, the specialists highlighted the need to customize
these patterns and this led us to define the relearning pattern metamodel described in
Section 4.1 and its implementation in HABITAT. This metamodel had to be
instantiated and used by the specialists to define and modify the special relearning
patterns they needed. Nevertheless, as these people were not used to manipulating
models by using node-link representations, the alternative was to provide them with
multi-touch User Interfaces (UI), which are automatically generated by means of the
heuristics presented in Section 5 and using the metamodels infrastructure offered in
Section 4.

3

Related work

The generation of UIs or visual metaphors to edit models is not a new trend. All casetools offer a means of manipulating models by providing a visual notation.
Nevertheless, generating a UI to manipulate a domain model is not commonly
available. One example of generation of UIs out of a domain model is the Graphical
Modeling Framework (GMF, [12]) and Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF, [11]).
By using EMF a developer can create a domain metamodel by means of Ecore and
then generate a graphical editor by using the GMF framework. The features of this
editor are specified by means of a set of models. Another example is Executable UML
[19] which aims at generating UIs out of a UML specification. The UIs generated are
for standard desktop application, and the interaction is mostly based on drag&drop
interaction in a tree. The author provides some guidelines regarding how UI is
generated, the so called interactive manifestations. This approach is not intended for
metamodel manipulation, but introduces interesting ideas regarding the generation of
UI out of UML models. Nevertheless, the generated UI is not appropriate for novice
users and the user has no feedback regarding multiplicities in the specification of the
cardinalities of the relationships. Another approach pursuing the generation of UI out
of object-oriented specifications is Naked Objects [26]. In Naked Objects, the
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applications are specified solely by using domain entity objects. A direct matching
between domain objects and presentation is proposed. Unfortunately, the heuristics to
generate the presentation are not described. As for Executable UML, this approach is
not aimed at manipulating metamodels, but at supporting whole application user
interface generation. In Naked Objects, the presentation cannot be customized;
therefore it cannot be adapted to different user skills or preferences. There is no
guidance regarding the order the tasks should be carried out, the target platform is
desktop applications and it is not designed for novice users.
There are also other similar approaches from the human-computer interaction
community. Model-based User Interface Development Environments (Mb-UIDE)
[27] provide a mechanism to design the UI by means of a number of declarative
models, which are latter translated into code directly executable on a specific platform
or into an intermediate language (usually XML-based). Mb-UIDE has been in use
since the beginning of the 90s and it is becoming increasingly integrated into the
MDD approach [34].
In Mb-UIDE, the domain model represents the information required by the user to
carry out the tasks through the UI. To express these models, different notations have
been used, but undoubtedly, the most commonly used are entity-relationship notation
and UML class diagrams. Some of the MB-UIDEs using class diagrams are OVID
[29], Janus [2], AME [17], Teallach [4], OO-H [7] and IdealXML [21]. Two of the
Mb-UIDEs that use entity-relationship notation for domain modeling are Trident [5]
and Genius [14]. Just-UI [20] is a MB-UIDE that provides a set of patterns to
generate a UI out of a domain model for standard desktop applications. Although
these approaches are not aimed at generating UI for the manipulation/edition of a
domain model, they provide interesting insights into what should be modeled to
automatically generate a UI out of models.
We took inspiration from these approaches to identify the key features that should
be modeled to generate a UI, including the requirements to have some extra models
apart from the domain model to generate usable UIs to manipulate the models. These
extra models enable the modeling of, for instance, the aesthetics of the user interface
to be generated. These extra models are described in depth in section 4.
Since our goal is to be able to generate a UI for the manipulation of domain models
by novice users, with no experience in using software design tools, the proposal used
should not be the one used in most CASE tools. Therefore, some research was carried
out on the different interaction techniques available. This study showed that multitouch user interfaces were the most intuitive ones for novice users, such as ABI
specialists [22]. The most important reason why ABI specialists chose multi-touch
interaction was because they felt it was natural, and also because they were used to
the techniques involved in multi-touch smart phones. Nowadays, multi-touch
interaction and gestures are being widely used in many kinds of portable and fixed
devices [23].
The concept of interaction style refers to the different ways the user can
communicate or otherwise interact with an artifact. There are different interaction
styles, for instance: command language, form filling, menu selection or direct
manipulation. In our context, direct manipulation was chosen because it offers several
advantages such as [30]: visually presenting task concepts, it is easy to learn, errors
can be avoided more easily and recognition memory, as opposed to cued or free recall
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memory, can be emphasized. There are currently many electronic devices in which
touch and motion-based gestures are supported and there are de facto standards
related to this type of interaction, such as the Apple Human Interface guidelines [1].
These guidelines have been used for the definition of the heuristics presented in
Section 5.

4

Metamodels infrastructure

Several approaches have emerged to date describing the guidelines to execute the
MDD paradigm. Perhaps, the most commonly known is the Model-Driven
Architecture (MDA, [18]), an initiative of the Object Management Group (OMG).
MDA promotes the separation of the domain model from the underlying technology
to facilitate higher flexibility while designing and evolving software systems. One of
the key elements of the MDA initiative is the Meta-Object Facility (MOF, [25]), a
four-layer architecture used for the definition of the metamodels and models involved
in the software development process, as shown on the right part of Fig. 1.
conformsTo

M3: Meta-Metamodel
MOF

heuristics

describes

l
developer

specialist

describes

conformsTo

M1: Domain Model
Relearning Pattern Model
describes

people specialist
with ABI

conformsTo

M2: Domain Metamodel
Relearning Pattern Metamodel

conformsTo

M0: Domain Instances
Relearning Activities

Fig. 1. Stakeholders, software products and MOF architecture in our approach

Fig. 1 shows the workflow of our proposal. The key element is the instantiation
process: metamodels (M2) are instances of Ecore (M3), models (M1) are instances of
metamodels, and domain instances (M0) are instances of models (this level is shown
in gray to indicate it is out of the scope of this paper due to space limitations). In this
instantiation process each stakeholder, specifically developers and ABI specialists, are
focused on their interests and abilities. Developers are responsible for the
specification of metamodels and the development of a flexible tool for relearning
activity patterns. However, ABI specialists are focused on the definition of relearning
activity patterns by using the tool with a high level of usability created by the
developers. The UI of this tool was generated automatically by the developers, using
the set of heuristics that are presented in Section 5. These heuristics were automated
by using XPAND [33], a specialized language for code generation out of Ecore
models. Moreover, the editor model was automatically created thanks to the
capabilities offered by the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF, [11]).
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As Fig. 1 shows, the MOF architecture has been used to describe both the domain
metamodels (M2) and the models for the systems under development (M1). The
domain metamodels are used to describe the core processes and domain concepts that
are to be used by developers to convert design into code. According to our case study,
the domain metamodel is the relearning pattern metamodel. This architecture has been
used as follows:
 Meta-metamodel (M3) level. It offers a collection of primitives to define
metamodels at level M2, that is, it is a meta-metamodel to describe metamodels. In
this proposal, Ecore from EMF was used as meta-metamodel.
 Metamodel (M2) level. The elements in this metamodel are used to describe the
elements of the model at level M1. ABI specialists demand software for the
creation of relearning activities for people with ABI that is customizable enough.
Although, these activities are known by specialists, they unfortunately cannot
implement them. HABITAT provides a computer-based tool for relearning activity
patterns specification for ABI specialists. With this aim, in this M2 level,
developers created the domain metamodels that were used jointly with the
heuristics presented in Section 5 to create a multi-touch tool in an automatic way.
This tool is used by ABI specialists to manipulate the domain model, that is, the
model for specifying relearning activity patterns.
 Model (M1) level is defined by instantiating the M2 metamodel, which is used to
define the relearning patterns that enable the specialists to create relearning
activities. ABI specialists work, at this level, with the computer–based tool
developed by the developers. ABI specialists create the relearning activity patterns
to provide tools for people with ABI. At this level, concrete interaction styles,
deficits and resources are specified.
 Instances (M0) level. At this level, the instances of the domain model are created.
In our case, the relearning activities are defined by the specialists and used by the
people with ABI, as instances of the M1 model. ABI specialist instantiate and
create different tools for people with ABI where different deficits and interaction
possibilities are considered. People with ABI use specific software designed by
ABI specialists for their treatment.
Mapping Metamodel

Presentation Metamodel

Domain Metamodel
1

1

Fig. 2. Metamodels Infrastructure

Although it is not shown in Fig. 1, at M2 level, developers identify and specify
three metamodels: domain, mapping and presentation. As it can be observed in Fig. 2,
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these metamodels are generic, so that they can be used for any general purpose
domain. Next, all these three metamodels are described:
 Domain metamodel. This metamodel supports the specification of the facilities and
services required for the target domain. As it can be observed, the main element of
Ecore, EClass, has been used to facilitate that any domain metamodel defined as
instance of Ecore can be used in this proposal. In our case study, developers are
aimed at providing an environment for ABI specialists supporting the specification
of any number of relearning activities patterns. Later, in Section 4.1 we present the
HABITAT relearning activity pattern metamodel as an example of a concrete
domain metamodel that can be used.
 Presentation metamodel. This metamodel is used to support the specification of the
presentation details for each domain metamodel element. Section 4.2 describes the
presentation metamodel developed in this proposal.
 Mapping metamodel. This metamodel is a mediator entity between domain and
presentation metamodels. It relates both metamodels supporting loose coupling
between the domain metamodel and the presentation metamodel.
4.1

Domain Metamodel: HABITAT relearning pattern metamodel

At the metamodel level (M2), developers defined a specification useful for relearning
activity patterns specification. These patterns constitute the domain to be defined by
our novice users, ABI specialists. At the beginning, many ABI specialists, for
instance in the ADACE association [22], documented the relearning activities using
cards. These relearning activity descriptions had different elements or sections that
were analyzed and abstracted away to create the metamodel shown in Fig. 3 (for the
sake of clarity, class attributes are not shown in the figure). Purposes and descriptions
of the elements of relearning activity patterns are the following:

Fig. 3. Relearning pattern metamodel
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 Model. This is a general-purpose element for organizing the domain metamodel.
The definition of this kind of element is a constraint imposed by Ecore.
 ModelElement. This element was defined to abstract away some attributes that are
shared by several metamodel elements.
 Pattern. This element represents a relearning activity pattern at a conceptual level,
that is, concrete relearning activity patterns will be instances of this element. It
represents an abstraction of a type of treatment or activity for people with ABI. It
will be instantiated by ABI specialists.
 Relation. This element represents the relationships between relearning activity
patterns. Few patterns live in isolation. Typically, they introduce new, hopefully
smaller and more tractable activities which will lead you to other relearning
activities. Or, there may be other patterns that treat the same set of deficits.
 Parameter. This element is used to represent the information of each pattern.
Instances of this element that ABI specialists can specify are related to evaluation
criteria, timing, etc.
 ParameterSet. This element represents sets of parameters with a common purpose.
 Deficit. Each relearning activity pattern is addressed to treat a specific set of
deficits (e.g.: physical, cognitive and/or emotional/behavioral).
 RelearningGroup. In order to facilitate the treatment process, different groups were
defined by ADACE, each one being characterized by a set of specific deficits.
 MultimediaResource. This element is used to associate multimedia resources to
relearning activity patterns.
 InteractionStyle. This element represents the interaction style that the ABI
specialists wants each person with ABI to use when he/she is doing a relearning
activity.
 ActivityInteraction. This element represents the kind or type of activity that ABI
specialist wants to associate with a relearning activity pattern. For instance,
association or puzzle activities are instances of this element.
By using the previous elements developers provide ABI specialists with a software
tool. Then specialists can document relearning activity patterns. Customization and
personalization of this software tool can be achieved by the presentation metamodel
that will be described in the next section.
4.2

Presentation metamodel

This metamodel was defined by developers to achieve flexibility in the look and feel
of the computer-based tool provided to the ABI specialists. Each domain model will
be related to at least one presentation model, that is, an instance of the presentation
metamodel illustrated in Fig. 4.
The presentation metamodel elements are described as follows:
 PresentationModel: This is a general-purpose element for organizing the
presentation metamodel. It has a similar purpose to Model in the domain
metamodel (see Fig. 3).
 PresentationElement. Each time a domain element is instantiated, a
PresentationElement will be created to allow the customization of its presentation.
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As can be observed in Fig. 4, it helps in describing different parameters, such as
background color, tooltip, or label.
 Font. This element is used to allow the font customization of domain elements. It is
related to alignment, size, etc.
 Icon. This element was included to associate each domain element with an icon.
 Border. This element is used to support border customization in domain elements.

Fig. 4. Presentation Metamodel

Once domain and presentation metamodels were introduced we will describe in the
following section the heuristics identified for generating multi-touch UIs that allow
novice users to manipulate models.

5

Heuristics for model-driven multi-touch interaction

Heuristics are experience-based techniques for problem solving, learning, and
discovery. These methods are used to speed up the process of finding a satisfactory
solution, where an exhaustive search is impractical or conditioned in a certain way.
Examples of this method include using a "rule of thumb" or common sense. When
these heuristics are repeatedly used, and thoroughly tested, they can become patterns.
We were able to identify heuristics by applying our previous experience in similar
multi-touch interaction UIs developed in collaboration with ADACE. These UIs
pursued hiding the complexity usually found when novice users have to manipulate
metamodels in a MDD environment.
As shown in Fig. 3, after the developer has specified the domain metamodel, the
tool that will be used by the novice users is generated. This tool is generated
automatically by means of EMF and XPAND frameworks, and the heuristics
proposed in this paper.
The heuristics gathered in this section proved useful for UI development out of a
set of models. These UIs were suggested and evaluated by ABI specialists, who were
our end-users. Multi-touch and direct manipulation were the interaction styles chosen
to support the application. The inputs for the definition of these heuristics were the
specialist’s requirements. Our activities were driven by the metamodeling principles
underlying Ecore metamodel.
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One of the main elements considered by the heuristics presented in this work is the
semantics of the relationships that can established in Ecore. To make easier
understanding the heuristics proposed, the semantics of UML relationships [6], and
how they can be expressed in Ecore, is described:
 Association: An association relationship is a structural relationship between two
model elements that shows that objects of one classifier connect and can navigate
to objects of another classifier. Even in bidirectional relationships, an association
connects two classifiers, the primary (supplier) and secondary (client). This
relationship is specified in Ecore by establishing an EReference between two
EClasses. If a bidirectional relationship is needed, then two EReferences have to be
created, one for each direction, and their EOpposite attribute must be set to specify
that one is opposite of the other one.
 Composition: a composition relationship represents a whole–part relationship, and
it is a specific type of aggregation, which is another type of UML relationship. An
aggregation relationship depicts a classifier as a part of, or subordinate to, another
classifier. A composition relationship specifies that the lifetime of the part
classifier is dependent on the lifetime of the whole classifier. To specify this type
of relationship in Ecore, an EReference between two EClasses is created. Besides,
its attribute containment must be set to true.
 Generalization: A generalization relationship denotes that a specialized (child)
model element is based on a general (parent) model element. Although the parent
model element can have one or more children, and any child model element can
have one or more parents, typically is the case that a single parent has multiple
children. This relationship type is described in Ecore by setting the attribute
ESuperType of the child EClass to its parent EClass.
Other important attributes used while describing Association and Composition
relationships in Ecore are LowerBound and UpperBound. They are used to describe
the cardinality, that is, how many instances from one of the entities is related to each
instance in the other entity involved in the relationship.
While the ABI domain metamodel was being developed, and UIs were being
discussed with ABI specialists, we identified empirically a set of heuristics correlating
the semantics and structure found in the metamodel and the user interaction to
manipulate it. These heuristics were gathered in specific scenarios, but we found that
they can be reused again and again in other scenarios. In our proposal, multi-touch
and motion-based gestures are used to design the following heuristics:
 Heuristic #1 – [Root]: all the derivation of the user interface starts from the root of
the model as this is a constraint imposed by Ecore. For instance, Model was the
selected root for the Relearning pattern metamodel shown in Fig. 2.
 Heuristic #2 – [Recursion]: as the user browses the elements of the domain model
to create and manipulate an instance, all the heuristics are applied recursively. That
is, the root where all the heuristics are being applied is the current element the user
is browsing.
 Heuristic #3 – [Association (2-directional) - Drag&Drop]. A bidirectional
association relationship is used, for example, to specify that a pattern can be
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related to several relearning groups, and that a relearning group can be related to
several patterns (see Fig. 3).

Pattern

RelearningGroup

Drag and drop here

A

B

Pattern

C

D

RelearningGroup

Drag and drop here
C

A

B

C

D

Fig. 5. Generated UIs and gesture according to Heuristic #3
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Drag&Drop is the interaction style to be used whenever an association of the
domain model has to be manipulated. As shown in Fig. 5, by dragging one instance
from the lower part, and dropping it into the upper part, the user can easily create
the relationship between a pattern and a relearning group. To provide more
guidance to the user, and prevent errors, feedback related to the number of
elements that the user can or must drag is provided. If the user can relate or not the
elements (optional relationship), then a suggestion written in grey text is shown in
the upper part. On the other hand, if it is mandatory for the user to create the
relationship (mandatory relationship) then this text is written in red. Note that
depending on the path followed to reach an element in the metamodel, this
heuristic represents one direction or the other of the bidirectional relationship.
Always the direction represented in the UI is the one whose origin is the current
element the user is manipulating.

Pattern
ActivityInteraction
RelearningGroup
MultimediaResource
Deficit
InteractionStyle
ParameterSet
Relation

Fig. 6. Generated UIs and gestures for Heuristic #4

 Heuristic #4 – [Association (1-directional) – Disable]. This association is used, for
instance, to describe the unidirectional relationship between activity interaction
and multimedia resources (see Fig. 3). As Fig. 6 shows, to specify a multimedia
resource for a relearning pattern, an activity interaction must be previously
defined. That is, unidirectional relationships describe dependencies in the order
that instances from the metamodel can be created. Disable is the interaction used to
reflect the dependencies created by unidirectional relationships, those elements
having an incoming unidirectional relationship will be disabled in the user
interfaces until the dependency is fulfilled. In the example of Fig. 6, once an
activity interaction is defined, multimedia resources can be created. Once at least a
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multimedia resource has been created a UI similar to that presented in Fig. 5 will
be offered to the user to relate it to an activity interaction.
 Heuristic #5 – [Generalization – Tap]. In the example, different kinds of ABI
deficits are shown, such as cognitive, physic or emotional/behavioral. In the UI
generated from the metamodel, the user should be able to navigate through the
types of deficits and to specify special deficits for each relearning pattern. Tap is
the gesture used to navigate the generalization hierarchies. In our example, the user
navigates the deficits types of our metamodel. Once a particular deficit type is
selected (see Fig. 7), the user can manipulate its instances.

Pattern
ActivityInteraction
RelearningGroup
MultimediaResource
Deficit
InteractionStyle
ParameterSet
Relation

Fig. 7. Generated UIs and gestures for Heuristic #5

 Heuristic #6 – [Composition – Press]. This relationship is used, for instance, in the
ABI domain metamodel to specify that model is composed of 0 or many
ActivityInteraction. This means that the user should be supported in creating,
editing or deleting activity interactions instances. Press is the interaction style to
be used for the manipulation of these relationships. A press is a touch in a surface
for an extended period of time that is used to select the element to be modified, and
then it can be drag to the bottom side of the UI for its edition or deletion. Fig. 8
shows how an activity interaction is manipulated. If a new instance has to be
created, then the user presses on the free area of the UI so that a UI to specify the
new instance is shown by the system. For instance, when the user presses on the
free area of the Fig. 8 then the UI depicted in Fig. 9 is shown to specify a new
activity interaction.
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ActivityInteraction

Description
Association

Question
Answer

Draw

Memorize

Selection
Observation

Order

Puzzle

Read

Edit

Delete

Fig. 8. Generated UIs and gestures for Heuristic #6 while editing or deleting an activity
interaction

ActivityInteraction
name:

description:
Association

icon:

Draw

Description

Memorize

Fig. 9. Generated UIs and gestures for Heuristic #6 while creating an activity interaction
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It is worth noting that although the ABI domain has been used as guiding example
for the explanation of the proposed heuristics, they are totally independent of any
domain. No information or relation to the domain has been considered while they
were identified and automated by means of XPAND, so that they can be reused in
different contexts by only feeding the generation tool with new metamodels. In
addition, this proposal has a direct impact on productivity, as most MDD proposals
do. This means that as the domain metamodel evolves, the multi-touch UI changes in
an automatic as well without coding effort.
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Exploratory evaluation

Both the heuristics and the metamodel infrastructure were validated and refined
during the development of the HABITAT project by ABI specialists. This project
aims at helping people with ABI. ABI patients have brain injuries caused by damage
to the brain after birth that can involve the loss of cognitive, physical and/or
emotional capabilities. The relearning process to improve their quality of life and help
them in recovering their lost capabilities is a long and hard road.
This relearning process should be flexible since every single patient has specific
needs to which the relearning process should be tailored as far as possible. This
personalization should be achieved by using the specialists’ normal vocabulary so that
both the knowledge and the experience gathered during the relearning process can be
reused. The issue of common vocabulary has already been addressed in previous
studies [22].
The exploratory evaluation was conducted in collaboration with three ABI
specialists. An iterative process was used for refining the heuristics on the basis of the
feedback collected from the subjects. First, we met with the specialist to detect their
needs in terms of modelling concepts. After several meetings, a metamodel was
created that gathers the knowledge about the problem that is used to support the ABI
specialists in creating their own relearning activity patterns to help during the
relearning process of people with ABI. Second, a first version of the heuristics was
defined, and they were used to create the first prototype that was tested by the ABI
specialist. After several iterations the final version of the heuristics presented in this
paper was produced. In each iteration, the cognitive walkthrough usability testing
technique was used to detect possible usability issues in the prototype created by
applying the heuristics.
Then, the engine to automate the generation of the user interface by applying the
heuristics was developed. This engine was used to generate the multi-touch user
interfaces for the ABI metamodel. This tool was used by the ABI specialists to
instantiate the metamodel to create new relearning patterns.
The interviews with the ABI specialists revealed positive results, since all the
specialists told that they were able to create the intended relearning pattern by using
the generated user interface. Nevertheless, a thorough evaluation is required to fully
validate all the heuristics, involving subjects from different domains.
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Conclusions and further work

Model-Driven Development is a powerful tool to develop software. Nevertheless,
some of the models involved in a model-driven development are actually dependent
on a specific domain, where specific experts are actually the ones that should
manipulate them. Nevertheless, usually domain experts are novice users. By
providing a multi-touch based interaction, fully driven by the underlying metamodel,
we are supporting novice users in the manipulation of metamodels. Our experience
with ABI specialist have thrown successful results, supporting the specialist in
creating relearning patterns [22] out of UI automatically derived from the domain
metamodel.
In this paper a metamodels infrastructure and a set of heuristics are proposed. The
heuristics drive the generation of multi-touch user interfaces that support the
manipulation of metamodels to manipulate domain models. These heuristics exploit
the semantics and structure of any metamodel specified by using Ecore to generate
these multi-touch user interfaces.
The multi-touch user interfaces are generated so novice users can create models
from metamodels, bridging the gap between the developer’s language and what
novice users understand. Furthermore, a metamodel infrastructure is also introduced
to support the customization of the presentation of the different metamodel elements.
Thus, icons or other aesthetics features can be specified to make the generated user
interfaces more attractive to the user. Generating automatically a multi-touch user
interface from metamodels also helps in improving certain basic usability principles,
such as: visual presentation of task concepts, easy to learn, error prevention (by
supporting the user in performing only valid actions), consistency (since the same
tasks, such as adding items to an aggregation, is always carried out in the same way)
or presentation structuring (by using the relationships in the metamodel to group
related concepts).
As further work, we are applying these heuristics to other domains to gain further
experience and improve our current tools for the generation of multi-touch user
interfaces from domain metamodels.
Another future work is related to the evaluation of the proposal. Although the
exploratory evaluation threw positive results, a more thorough evaluation is required
to fully validate the heuristics presented. Currently several experiments are being
designed, involving users from different domains.
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